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Low Loss, Compact TM-Pass Polarizer Based on
Hybrid Plasmonic Grating
Bowen Bai, Student Member, IEEE, Lu Liu, Ruixuan Chen, and Zhiping Zhou, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— A low-loss, compact TM-pass polarizer is demonstrated based on hybrid plasmonic grating on silicon-on-insulator
platform. Since the large mode distribution mismatch and plasmonic effect significantly influence the transmission and reflection
spectrum of the device, the traditional theory of Bragg grating
cannot fully explain this phenomenon. Here, we proposed an
analysis method which takes effective index and mode overlap
together into consideration to design this polarizer. A compact
length of 2.5 μm with extinction ratio over 25 dB is realized
simultaneously. Moreover, the insertion loss is only 0.088 dB,
which is comparable to dielectric-based devices.
Index Terms— Hybird plasmonic grating (HPG), on-chip polarizer, polarization sensitive devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ILICON-ON-INSULATOR (SOI) platform is prevailing
for photonic integrated circuits. The high index contrast enables the possibility of compact footprint; however,
it also raises a huge challenge—the performance of the
device is highly dependent on the polarization state. To tackle
this issue, one solution is using polarization independent
devices [1], [2]. Another is introducing polarization diversity
scheme [3] where polarization splitters [4] and polarization
rotators [5], [6] are essential components. On-chip polarizers,
serving as the third approach, are simple and effective devices
that can filter unexpected polarizations and retain only one in a
system, which play vital roles in a wide range of applications
such as communications [3] and bio-sensing [7]. Basically, the
principle of a polarizer is to make a structure a good supporter
for one polarization while being lossy or cutoff for other
polarizations. Traditionally, polarizers are realized based on
dielectric schemes [8]–[16]. For example, a shallowly-etched
SOI optical waveguide was used to achieve a polarizer [10]
with the device length of 1 mm. In order to render TM or TE
polarized light pass, [13] proposed a polarizer based on lithium
niobate (LiNbO3 ) waveguide and the length of the device is
also 1 mm. Although subwavelength grating is introduced in
[16], the length of the structure is as long as 60 μm. Because
dielectric structures have relative low birefringence, long
device size is needed to accumulate strong polarization effect.
Therefore, these devices usually suffer large device length. As
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the level of integration for photonics system develops rapidly,
minimizing the device size is becoming increasingly urgent.
In recent years, due to the unique properties of nanoscale
confinement [17] and polarization sensitivity, surface plasmon
polaritons (SPPs) has been introduced to realize polarization
manipulation devices, such as polarization splitters [18], polarization rotators, and also polarizers [19]–[28]. However, in
most cases, plasmonic devices are difficult to fabricate and
suffer high insertion loss (IL). For example, metal–insulator–
metal (MIM) structures [19], [20], [26] were introduced to
realize compact size, but they are difficult to fabricate with
planar integrated technology. Polarizers using hybrid plasmonic waveguide (HPW) [21]–[24] usually have large ILs
(e.g., 3.2 dB in [21] and 3 dB in [22]), which is not attractive
in terms of energy conservation. Although grating structures
based on HPW, or hybrid plasmonic grating (HPG) have been
reported [25], [27], [28] in order to improve the performance,
the ILs are still unneglectable and the sizes are not compact
enough. For example, a TE-pass polarizer based on HPG by
etching the top SiO2 layer was proposed in [28]. The device
is about 5 μm in length with an IL of 1.36 dB.
In this work, we proposed a low loss, compact HPG based
TM-pass polarizer for SOI platform. Not only mode effective
index but also mode overlap is taken into consideration in
order to realize low IL (0.088 dB) and compact size (2.5 μm)
simultaneously. This analysis method is particularly suitable
for designing HPG based devices because the large mode
distribution mismatch and SPP stimulation show significant
impact on transmission and reflection spectrum. Moreover, an
extinction ratio (ER) over 25 dB at 1.55 μm wavelength was
achieved by carefully choosing the grating period and metal
length.
II. S TRUCTURE AND P RINCIPLE
The proposed device is built on a SOI platform as shown
in Fig. 1, it consists of two identical input and output single
mode Si waveguides with h si = 340 nm in height and a HPG
as the polarizer section in between. The HPG structure is the
key part of the device which composes of a Si core with a
width of W , and a metal grating with 5 periods. The strips in
this grating are of width Wm = 1 μm, height h m and length d.
Here, Ag is chosen as the metal material as an example. The
gap between the Ag layer and the Si core is g. In principle,
certain conditions should be satisfied in order to realize a TMpass polarizer: a) TM mode could pass through with low loss;
b) TE mode is not supported or very lossy. These conditions
look straightforward but are very difficult to realize in normal
Si waveguides with compact footprint because of the weak
birefringence. Fortunately, HPG could support TM mode with
low loss while reflecting TE mode. The amount of reflection
per unit length, defined as coupling coefficient [29], can be
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Fig. 1.
3D schematics of proposed TM-pass polarizer. The device is
fabricated on SOI platform. Inset: the cross section of the HPG region.

expressed as κ =2n e f f /(n e f f Λ) in traditional Bragg grating.
Here, n e f f , n e f f and Λ are the mode effective index, mode
effective indices difference (n e f f _H P W -n e f f _DW ) and grating
period, respectively. In order to avoid significant reflection for
TM mode, n e f f should be as small as possible, which is
conversely for TE mode. The absolute value of real[n e f f ] for
both polarizations are calculated as a function of Si core width
W (Fig. 2) using finite element method (FEM). For TE mode,
n e f f increases drastically as g and W decreases. TE mode
will be reflected by HPG in several periods when choosing
small g and W . However, for TM mode, n e f f is insensitive
to g variation. Since n e f f raises slowly as W reduces, small
W will enlarge the propagation loss for TM mode. Therefore,
we choose g = 50 nm and W = 280 nm as a trade-off.
The height of the metal layer also significantly influences
n e f f . Fig. 3(a) shows the real part of n e f f for DW
and HPW with TM and TE polarization as a function of
metal height h m . Since n e f f increases with the rise of h m
for both TE and TM mode, if we choose a larger h m , TE
mode can be reflected by HPG in a short length. However,
for TM mode, the reflection loss will also raise because
of the increased n e f f . It appears to be a contradiction
between low IL and compact footprint from the perspective
of n e f f . Actually, above analysis method is only suitable
for TM mode because the mode distributions between two
grating steps are similar enough. However, for TE mode, the
transmission loss induced by large mode distribution mismatch
cannot be ignored. In traditional shallow-etched dielectric
based Bragg gratings, mode distribution similarity is so high
that the influence of mode overlap is negligible. n e f f , or
longitudinal propagation constant, determines the transmission
and reflection spectra. However, mode overlap, from the aspect
of transverse propagation constant, shows a significant impact
on coupling coefficient for TE mode because of the large mode
distribution mismatch and SPPs stimulation in this structure.
Thus, not only n e f f but also mode overlap ratio should
be taken into consideration, especially when designing HPG
based devices.
Accordingly, mode overlap ratio (Γ ) [1] that is theoretically
derived from the orthonormal relation of eigenmodes is used to
solve this problem. Assuming {E t u , Ht u } and {E t v , Ht v } are
normalized transverse optical fields of two eigenmodes in DW
propagating along + z direction with propagation constant βu
and βv respectively, they will satisfy the orthonormal relation:

 

∗
∗

1
E t u × H t v + E t v × H t u d x d y = δu,v
(1)
4
z
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Fig. 2. The absolute value of real part n e f f for DW and HPW with TM and
TE polarization as a function of waveguide width W . Here, h m = 170 nm,
g = 50 nm, 70 nm and 90 nm, respectively.

Fig. 3.
(a) The real part of mode effective indices difference for DW
and HPW with TM and TE polarization as a function of metal height h m .
(b) Mode overlap ratio between the optical field in the HPG region and
the fundamental eigenmode in DW as a function of metal height h m . Here,
W = 280 nm, and g = 50 nm.

where [ ]z represents the component of a vector in z-direction,
and δu,v is Kronecker delta function. All eigenmodes in DW
constitute a system of complete orthogonal functions. It means
that optical field {E t m , Ht m } propagating in HPW can be
expressed as the superposition of the eigenmodes:


 
 
E t m = au E t u ·exp(−jβu z), H t m = auH t u ·exp(− jβu z) (2)
u

u

The mode expansion coefficient (αu ) can be expressed as
follows based on Eq. (1):

 

∗
∗

1
E t m × H t u + E t u × H t m dxdy (3)
au ·exp(−jβu z) = bu =
4
z
γu = |αu |2 = |bu |2 represents the optical power flow
in eigenmode {E t u , Ht u }. By normalizing γu with respect
to the optical power flow of {E t m , Ht m }, we can get the
mode overlap ratio (Γ ) between the optical field {E t m , Ht m }
propagating in HPW and the eigenmode field {E t u , Ht u } in
DW from equation (4), shown at the bottom of the next page.
The result (Fig. 3(b)) shows that the similarity of optical
field distribution gets higher with smaller h m for TM mode.
However, for TE mode, Γ remains almost unchanged as h m
varies. This is because the main component of electric field for
TM mode (Fig. 4(c)) is parallel to the metal interface and thus
SPP mode cannot be stimulated effectively (Fig. 4(d)). While
for hybrid TE mode, SPPs mode are well stimulated so that the
optical field are confined in the slot (Fig. 4(b)). The TE mode
distribution in DW (Fig. 4(a)) and HPW are quite different
due to the plasmonic effect. Although n e f f will reduce if
choosing a small h m for TE mode, small mode overlap ratio
(large mode mismatch) can lead to significant scattering and
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Fig. 4. Normalized electric field distributions of (a, c) dielectric TE and TM
mode; (b, d) hybrid plasmonic TE and TM mode. (e) Power distribution along
the propagation direction from top view when TE and TM mode is injected
respectively. Here, W = 280 nm, g = 50 nm, and h m = 85 nm.

reflection losses as well. Hence, there is still a possibility that
TE polarized light can be reflected and scattered by HPG
in several periods. On the other hand, for TM mode, mode
overlap increases and n e f f reduces as h m decreases, both of
which are conducive to reducing the IL. When h m =85 nm,
n e f f for TM mode is almost zero and mode overlap ratio is
as high as 0.98 (Fig. 3), which means reflection loss can be
minimized. Therefore, h m is set to 85 nm as an example.
III. D ISCUSSION
The power distributions are illustrated in Figure 4(e) when
input TM mode and TE mode separately. 3D FDTD simulation
is carried out to further confirm the principle. Here, h m =
85 nm, W = 280 nm, g = 50 nm, Λ = 500 nm and
the operation wavelength is 1.55 μm. The corresponding
refractive indices for SiO2 , Si, and Ag are 1.444, 3.478,
and 0.145+11.438i [30], respectively. It is obvious that TM
mode passes through the HPG while TE mode disappears
gradually due to the reflection and SPP stimulation. Two
key figures of merit of a polarizer are ER and IL, defined
as ER=10log10(PTM /PTE ), IL= −10log10(PTM/TE /PInput ),
where PInput , PTM , and PTE are the input power, and output
power for TM mode and TE mode. In general, small period
number results in lower insertion loss because of the less metal
absorption for TM mode. In our device, the number of period
is chosen to be the smallest value (N = 5) while the extinction
ratio at 1.55 μm is kept over 20 dB. If we reduce the period
number to 4, the ER is less than 19 dB no matter what metal
length d is chosen. When period number N = 5, grating period
Λ = 500 nm and metal length d = 260 nm, the ER reaches the
maximum value 25.6 dB with IL only 0.088 dB at 1.55 μm.
Although IL can be further reduced by reducing the period
number and increasing the gap between metal layer and Si
waveguide, the ER will dramatically decrease at the same time.
The wavelength dependence of the transmission and reflection for the proposed TM-pass polarizer is investigated. The

Fig. 5. Wavelength dependence of the transmission (a) and reflection (b) for
the proposed TM-pass polarizer.

transmission for TM polarized light is higher than 0.95 within
the wavelength range of (1.45, 1.65) μm. Meanwhile, the
transmission for TE mode decreases as wavelength increases
and hit bottom at the wavelength of 1.55 μm. The ER is over
10 dB over a large bandwidth of (1.52, 1.8) μm and there is
no sign of deterioration beyond 1.8μm (Fig. 5(a)), which is
comparable with polarizers reported previously [11], [27]. The
elimination of TE mode is achieved by HPG reflection and
SPP mode stimulation, and both of the effects are sensitive
to the refractive index variation. Since the refractive index
of Ag is more sensitive to the wavelength change compared
with dielectric material, the transmission of TE mode quickly
decreases from its optimum value at other wavelengths. One
possible solution is choosing other plasmonic material which
is less sensitive to the wavelength change. It is worth noting
that the reflection spectrum for TE mode (Fig. 5(b)) is not
strictly increasing within the range of (1.53, 1.6) μm and
asymmetric, which is different from traditional dielectric based
Bragg grating. This is because plasmonic modes are stimulated
by the reflected light and part of the energy from reflected
light is transferred to SPPs which propagate along the metal
surface (Fig. 4(e)). For TM mode, the reflection at 1.55 μm
is nearly zero by optimizing parameters and there is one peak
at 1.71 μm. Theoretical study shows that the IL is almost
wavelength independent and less than 0.1 dB for the whole
C-band. It is true that we normally avoid using the present
polarizer directly after the light source because the reflection
is strong and an isolator or a circulator is needed. However,
it is beneficial to improve the ER of the incident TM mode,
in which case the reflection of TE mode is negligible. Since
the reflection spectrum directly reflects the wavelength range
in which the SPPs modes are stimulated, it is useful to design
a SPPs generator based on the present polarizer according to
the reflection spectrum.
Furthermore, the fabrication tolerance of the proposed
device is also analyzed. The waveguide width and metal length
variation are important parameters to determine the fabrication
tolerance. The device is insensitive to metal length deviation
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the ER and IL on (a) metal length variation d and
(b) waveguide width deviation W

d since the ER can stay higher than 19 dB and IL is less than
0.1 dB if d varies in a range of (-30, 30) nm (Fig. 6(a)). The
ER is over 12 dB if waveguide width deviation W varies in
a large range of (−30, 10) nm (Fig. 6(b)). We can see that
the ER deteriorates rapidly for W over +10 nm, and thus,
a slightly narrower waveguide width is preferred. Besides,
the IL is lower than 0.3 dB if W varies in a range of
(−30, 30) nm.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A low loss, compact TM-pass integrated polarizer is demonstrated using hybrid plasmonic grating structure on SOI platform. At 1.55 μm, the ER is as high as 25.6 dB with compact
length of 2.5 μm. Furthermore, the IL is only 0.088 dB
which is comparable to dielectric based devices. Because
the large mode distribution mismatch and plasmonic effect
significantly influence the transmission and reflection spectrum
of the device, traditional theory of Bragg grating cannot give
a complete explanation. Therefore, we proposed an analysis
method which not only effective index but also mode overlap is
taken into consideration for the design. Such analysis method
can be extended to other structures using Bragg gratings.
This device paves the way to realize high-density integration of various applications that need polarization control,
such as optical communication, quantum information, and
bio-sensing.
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